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Abstract 

Cells and tissues are exposed to multiple mechanical stresses during development, tissue 

homeostasis and diseases. While we start to have an extensive understanding of the 

influence of mechanics on cell differentiation and proliferation, how  excessive mechanical 

stresses can also lead to cell death and may be associated with pathologies has been 

much less explored so far . Recently, the development of new perturbative approaches 

allowing modulation of pressure and deformation of tissues has demonstrated that 

compaction (the reduction of tissue size or volume) can lead to cell elimination. Here we 

discuss the relevant type of stress and the parameters that could be causal to cell death 

from single cell to multicellular systems. We then compare the pathways and mechanisms 

that have been proposed to influence cell survival upon compaction. We eventually 

describe the relevance of compaction-induced death in vivo, and its functions in 

morphogenesis, size regulation, tissue homeostasis, and cancer progression. 

Introduction 

Living tissues are constantly exposed to mechanical stresses during development and 

adulthood. As a result, they are optimised to resist the mechanical stresses that they are most 

likely to be exposed to during their life. This “mechanical fitness” was already described by D’Arcy 

Thompson in his chapter “on form and mechanical efficiency” in his seminal book “on Growth and 

Form” using the morphology and architecture of Vertebrate bones as a case study (Thompson, 

1917).  While this optimisation is the product of a long process of natural selection, it can also be 

explained by the capacity of tissue to sense mechanical stresses and to adjust their behavior to 

those. This ability, so-called mechanosenstivity, has now become an intensive field of research 

and deals with the way cells and tissues probe and adapt their behavior to local and tissue scale 

mechanical stresses (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006). Three types of mechanical stresses have been 

studied in cell culture and in vivo: tension, compression and shear stresses. Their modulation can 

trigger cell and tissue deformation, including stretching, compaction and bending (Figure 1A-C). 
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While a large number of studies has focused on how mechanical stresses modify cell proliferation 

and cell differentiation (Irvine and Shraiman, 2017, Panciera et al., 2017), much less work has 

addressed how they induce cell elimination. Here, we propose to focus on the effect of negative 

strains (compaction) on cell death, in other words any process leading to a decrease of cell 

length/area/volume affecting cell survival. We first examine the amplitude, timescale and direction 

of negative strains which can lead to cell death by reviewing studies imposing compressive forces 

on isolated cells in vitro, on 2D and 3D cell cultures and in vivo. We review then the putative 

mechanisms/pathways that sense negative strains and trigger cell elimination. Eventually, we 

discuss the in vivo relevance of those processes in physiological and pathological situations. 

Perturbative approaches that elicit compaction-driven cell death 

The effect of cell/tissue compaction on cell survival were mostly studied through perturbative 

approaches allowing modulation of pressure or the modification of tissue strain in one or several 

dimensions. We will first review the different technics used to compact cells and tissues starting 

from single cell studies, single cell layer compaction and eventually 3D cell aggregate 

deformations. 

Single cell compaction 

Cell response to compaction was initially studied by subjecting cells to high hydrostatic pressures. 

Using pistons, pressures ranging from few mega-Pascal (MPa) to hundreds of MPa have been 

applied to various cell lines (Figure 1D, 1 MPa is equal to 10 times the atmospheric pressure). 

The resulting effect on cell survival varied a lot depending on the cell type: while a 10 min 

exposure at 0.5-0.7 MPa was sufficient to trigger ganglion neurons cell death (Quan et al., 2014), 

a 30 min exposure to 85-200 MPa was necessary to induce apoptosis 8 hours later in 

lymphoblasts (Takano et al., 1997). Those approaches demonstrated that high pressure could 

trigger cell death and also outlined the high variability of susceptibility to pressure depending on 

the cell type. However, they are limited by the pleiotropic perturbations induced by high pressure, 

from modulation of membrane composition, cytoplasmic crowding, cytoskeleton modification to 

DNA shearing (Zimmerman, 1970). Moreover, the values of pressures applied are usually not 

relevant for a wide range of physiological and pathological conditions: for instance, osteoblasts 

are exposed to pressure ranging from 100 to 300 kPa (Thompson et al., 2012), from 1 to 3 order 

of magnitudes lower than what was performed in vitro. More physiological conditions can be 

obtained by reducing cell volume through osmotic stress. For instance, using culture media of 

high osmolarity, it was shown that a 30% reduction of human glioma cell volume for 8 hours is 



necessary and sufficient to induce apoptosis and maintain caspase activation (Ernest et al., 2008) 

(Figure 1E).  

Strain reduction of 2D cell layers 

While the previous experiments tested the effects of an isotropic increase of pressure, several 

experiments have used perturbations and/or devices to reduce strain along a single dimension. 

This is particularly relevant when studying polarised cells, as cells are supposed to have different 

mechanical and biological responses depending on the axis of deformation. It has been 

established for a long time that cell density and spreading on the substrate can affect a wide range 

of behavior, from cell migration, cell proliferation to cell survival (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006, Ladoux 

and Mege, 2017, Vining and Mooney, 2017). However, the direct effect of lateral compaction on 

cell survival has only been addressed recently. In a seminal work, Chen S. and colleagues have 

modified the adhesion pattern of human endothelial cells and have shown that below a minimal 

spreading area, cells undergo apoptosis (Chen et al., 1997). This effect was not depending on 

the absolute number of integrins bound to ECM, as spacing the adhesive spots in the patterned 

substrate while keeping the total adhesive area constant was sufficient to downregulate cell death 

(Figure 1F).  

Cell death triggered by mechanical perturbations is also observed in culture of epithelial layer for 

both local and global deformations (Figure 1G and 1H). Lateral compaction of epithelial layers 

was performed using stretchable PDMS substrates (Eisenhoffer et al., 2012). MDCK cells were 

seeded on a pre-stretched substrate which was then released after confluency. The 30% 

reduction of epithelial area induced a transient increase of cell density (from 110 to 150 cells per 

100 m2) which went back to its initial density after 6 hours. This was driven by a rapid increase 

of the cell extrusion rate (the removal of cells from the epithelial layer, see below) and cell death 

(Figure 1H). Compaction-driven death can also be driven by spontaneous local deformations in 

the epithelium. Accordingly, migration of MDCK cells can lead to local aberrations in the alignment 

of cells which result in a local increase of compression and cell elimination (Saw et al., 2017). In 

this condition, the epithelium movement is similar to a nematic liquid crystal with long range 

alignment of cells. Comet-like nematic defects (so called +1/2 defects) correlate with local cell 

compaction and precede cell extrusion for up to 100 min (Figure 1G). The rate of cell elimination 

was also elegantly controlled by plating cells on star shape patterns which increased the 

probability of topological defects in the tip and locally increased cell elimination.  

In vivo compaction of epithelia 



Similarly local epithelial deformations associated with cell death were also described in vivo during 

morphogenesis of the Drosophila pupal thorax (the notum). In this case, tissue flows trigger a 

local densification of the tissue in the midline region, which induces the extrusion of around 30% 

of the cells within 8 hours (Marinari et al., 2012, Levayer et al., 2016). Those events of 2D lateral 

compaction can also be triggered ectopically in vivo and in vitro through genetic perturbations. 

Induction of ectopic growth in clones through the activation of some oncogenes in a subset of 

cells (active Ras, active Yorkie) (Levayer et al., 2016, Tsuboi et al., 2018) can lead to the reduction 

of the apical area and the elimination of the neighbouring WT (Wild Type) cells in the Drosophila 

pupal notum. In this situation, WT cell area can be reduced by a factor of 2 to 3 within 13 hours 

concomitant with the elimination of up to 20% of the neighbouring WT cells (Figure 1I) (Levayer 

et al., 2016). A similar process was observed in MDCK cells when scribble mutant cells (a 

component of the apico-basal polarity) were surrounded by WT cells (Wagstaff et al., 2016). Here, 

the active corralling of the mutant cells by the WT cells increases their density by 4 folds and will 

eventually lead to full elimination of the mutant population.  

Compaction of 3D cell aggregates 

Lastly, the capacity of cells to sense negative strain has also been widely studied in the case of 

3D cell aggregates (so called spheroids). Cell aggregates were developed early on to simulate 

the effect of solid stress on tumour, which was suggested to affect their growth (Butcher et al., 

2009). Different strategies have been developed to modulate pressure within the aggregate: 

contention of the spheroid through the modulation of the elastic modulus of the external cellular 

environment (e.g.: by changing agar concentration) (Figure 1J) (Helmlinger et al., 1997, Cheng 

et al., 2009), modifying the osmolarity of the external media (Delarue et al., 2014), or 

encapsulating cells in  elastic microspheres (Alessandri et al., 2013). Those studies better 

reproduced the range of pressures experienced by cells in physiological and pathological 

conditions (from 1 kPa to 100 kPa) and clearly outlined the link between pressure and 

downregulation of cell proliferation (Helmlinger et al., 1997, Cheng et al., 2009, Montel et al., 

2011, Alessandri et al., 2013, Delarue et al., 2014). However, the effect of pressure on cell survival 

was very variable from one condition to the other. While the effect of pressure on cell death was 

neglectable in human colon adenocarcinoma cells for pressures ranging from 7 to 13 kPa 

(Helmlinger et al., 1997, Delarue et al., 2014),  a significant increase of apoptosis and necrosis 

was described in murine mammary carcinoma cells exposed to 4 kPa in the spheroid, with a 

positive correlation between pressure levels and the proportion of dying cells observed 3 days 

after compression (Cheng et al., 2009).   



In conclusion, isotropic and planar compaction can lead to cell death both in single cell, 2D and 

3D cultures as well as in vivo. However the timescales and amplitudes of deformations associated 

with cell elimination vary extensively between cell types. This may either reflect differences in the 

cell and tissue mechanical properties which could modify their capacity to be deformed for similar 

stresses, or alternatively may be based on the genetic backgrounds that modulate their sensitivity 

to cell death/apoptosis. This open the question of which mechanisms trigger cell elimination in 

those perturbative conditions. 

Necrosis, apoptosis and cell extrusion: different modes of compaction-driven cell 

elimination 

Compaction-driven cell elimination has been associated with different modes of cell 

elimination, including necrosis (uncontrolled destruction of cell integrity) or the induction of 

apoptosis: the regulated destruction of cell integrity orchestrated by the cysteine proteases called 

caspases (reviewed in (Fuchs and Steller, 2011)). Moreover, elimination of epithelial cells requires 

an additional layer of regulation: the concerted remodeling of cell-cell contact and cell-ECM 

adhesion leading to its exclusion from the epithelial layer (so called “cell extrusion” (Rosenblatt et 

al., 2001, Teng et al., 2017)). The induction of apoptosis in epithelial cells can trigger extrusion 

(Rosenblatt et al., 2001, Teng et al., 2017). Moreover cell-cell contacts are required to maintain 

cell survival (Paoli et al., 2013). As such, epithelial cell death can be either a cause or a 

consequence of cell extrusion. It is therefore essential to understand whether compaction 

regulates cell extrusion or apoptosis induction. We will review in this section which processes are 

the main drivers of cell elimination during tissue/cell compaction. 

Hydrostatic pressure-induced death can be both driven by apoptosis and necrosis at very 

high pressures (Takano et al., 1997) and in milder pressures (Quan et al., 2014). While necrosis 

is probably driven by direct destruction of cell integrity through membrane rupture, apoptotic cell 

elimination suggests that cells have the capacity to “sense” pressure through dedicated 

pathway(s). In glioma cells, a 30% reduction of cell volume for more than 8 hours is sufficient to 

activate Caspase 9, 8 and 3 (Ernest et al., 2008). In the centre of cell aggregates, both necrotic 

and apoptotic cells (positive for cleaved Caspase 3, the effector caspase) can be found (Cheng 

et al., 2009). Similarly, compression-induced damage in the cartilage is primarily driven by 

chondrocyte apoptosis (Chubinskaya and Wimmer, 2013). Interestingly, apoptosis was 

significantly reduced in cell aggregates by Bcl-2 overexpression (B cell lymphoma 2, a negative 

regulator of apoptosis which prevents release of the Cytochrome-c from the mitochondria (Fuchs 

and Steller, 2011)) suggesting that the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway is required for 



compaction-driven death (Cheng et al., 2009). Similarly, mitochondrial functions are impaired in 

compressed intervertebral disc cells (Ding et al., 2012).   Altogether, those studies suggest that 

active mechanisms can sense cell compression/deformation and activate the intrinsic apoptotic 

pathway.  

The situation is more complex in epithelium, where cell death could be either a cause or 

a consequence of cell extrusion. The initial observation of crowding-induced elimination 

suggested that tissue compaction induces live cell extrusion independently of caspase activation 

both in MDCK cells and Drosophila pupal epithelium (Eisenhoffer et al., 2012, Marinari et al., 

2012). Cell death was thought to be a consequence of extrusion and anoikis (the loss of cell-cell 

contact and cell-ECM adhesion). This was supported by the fact that MDCK extruded cells could 

survive if they were plated again on normal culture conditions. Moreover Bcl-2 overexpression in 

MDCK cells or diap1 (a physiological inhibitor of caspase) overexpression in the pupal notum only 

induced a mild reduction of the rate of compaction-driven extrusion. Finally, very few cells were 

positive for active Caspase 3 both in crowded MDCK cells, in the human colon and in the zebrafish 

fin. In this framework, the putative sensor of cell deformation will affect the stability of cells in the 

epithelial layer and trigger cell extrusion, however the apoptotic pathway per se would not be 

influenced by mechanics. Yet, the contribution of caspases to cell elimination is controversial as 

other studies suggested that compaction-driven extrusion requires caspase activation (Levayer 

et al., 2016, Wagstaff et al., 2016, Saw et al., 2017, Moreno et al., 2018). Spontaneous elimination 

of MDCK cells driven by topological aberrations can be blocked by a caspase inhibitor (Z-VAD-

FMK) and was preceded by caspase activation (visualised with a live marker of caspase activity) 

(Saw et al., 2017). Similarly, cell elimination in the Drosophila pupal notum can be blocked through 

the genetic inhibition of caspase activation both in clones and in the whole tissue, and caspase 

activation preceded systematically cell extrusion (Levayer et al., 2016). While those studies do 

not exclude that cells extrude “live” (in other words, they can still revert back to normal), they 

clearly show that caspase activation is required for compaction-driven extrusion. Similarly, the 

relationship between caspases, apoptosis and cell extrusion in the gut villi are still actively 

debated (Patterson and Watson, 2017).  

Altogether, those studies show that multiple mechanisms may drive cell elimination upon 

tissue compaction. The discrepancy regarding the contribution of caspases may reflect the high 

complexity of caspase dynamics and its multiple functions. It is nowadays clear that caspases 

can undergo transient activation (Tang et al., 2012, Ding et al., 2016, Levayer et al., 2016, Teng 

et al., 2017) and have multiple functions unrelated to apoptosis (Nakajima and Kuranaga, 2017). 



As such, transient and low levels of caspases may be required for cell extrusion through 

apoptosis-independent functions. Extrusion would then lead to definitive engagement in 

apoptosis. The contribution of caspases to compaction-driven death remains an important 

question as it will change the predictions regarding the mechanisms sensing cell deformation and 

triggering cell elimination (discussed below). 

From mechanosensation to modulation of morphology: multiple parameters and 

multiple pathways affecting cell survival upon compaction 

The diversity of mechanisms leading to compaction-driven death already suggests that 

multiple molecular machineries may be responsible for sensing compaction and triggering cell 

elimination. Three main classes of sensing have been proposed to participate to compaction 

sensing and death induction (Figure 2):  

1) Variation of the extracellular environment that affects the processing/concentration of 

extracellular pro-survival factors or “killing” factors (e.g.: variation of the interstitial volume) 

2) Variation of the cell geometry that affects the accessibility to extracellular pro-survival factors 

or cell signaling. 

3) Direct sensing of cell mechanical parameters (e.g.: membrane/cortex tension). 

 

 We will discuss here the relevance of those three classes of sensing. 

 

Sensing through modifications of the extracellular environment 

 

The reduction of tissue volume can be driven by the reduction of cell size and/or a reduction of 

the interstitial volume. Accordingly compression of airway cells along apico-basal  (AB) axis 

promotes cell survival and cell proliferation through the reduction of the interstitial volume (a 10% 

reduction of the AB length leads to a 80% reduction of the intercellular volume) (Tschumperlin et 

al., 2004). This is mediated by the increased concentration of the prosurvival factor EGF in the 

interstitial volume (Tschumperlin et al., 2004) (Figure 2A), which promotes growth and survival 

through the EGFR/ERK pathway. The molecular effector of compression sensing in spheroid was 

not yet identified. Yet, the fact that volume reduction in spheroid is mostly driven by interstitial 

volume decrease (Delarue et al., 2014) is compactible with a sensing based on the modulation of 

concentration of an extracellular factor. 

 

Sensing through modification of cell geometry 



 

In other contexts, direct modification of the cell geometry will be responsible for cell death. For 

instance, a 30% reduction of cell volume is both necessary and sufficient to activate caspases in 

glioma cells (Ernest et al., 2008), suggesting that compressive forces could activate caspases 

through the increased concentration of some unknown cytoplasmic components. Epithelium 

lateral compaction will also lead to a change in the cell aspect ratio which may modify its capacity 

to bind/access extracellular pro-survival factors (Figure 2B,C). For instance, TGF- signaling can 

be altered by cell density through the relocalisation of its receptor from apical to basal side during 

cell polarisation, hence reducing responsiveness to apically-localized TGF- (Nallet-Staub et al., 

2015). Similarly, lateral compaction can lead to a reduction of basal surface which could reduce 

the pro-survival signaling coming from the ECM. ECM binding and activation of Integrins 

upregulate several pro-survival pathways, including Focal Adhesion Kinase (FAK), Sarc kinase 

(Src), Integrin Related Kinases (IRK), PI3K and ERK (Paoli et al., 2013). Accordingly, local 

variations of cell density correlate with local variations of FAK activity (Frechin et al., 2015). Hippo 

pathway is a key regulator of cell survival and cell proliferation which acts through the exclusion 

of the transcription factors YAP/TAZ (Yes Associated Protein), Yorkie (Yki) in Drosophila, from 

the nucleus through their phosphorylation by Lats1/2 kinases (Warts in Drosophila), regulated by 

the upstream kinases MST1/2 and Hippo in Drosophila (Harvey and Hariharan, 2012). Cell 

detachment from ECM and cytoskeleton reorganisation can trigger cell death through the 

activation of Lats1/2 kinases (Zhao et al., 2012), the two central kinases of the Hippo pathway. 

Moreover high cell density also downregulates YAP phosphorylation (Zhao et al., 2007). Thus, 

absolute cell density (and therefore cell shape) could directly modulate cell survival through FAK 

and/or the Hippo pathway.  Finally, tissue crowding was also shown to induce cell death through 

the upregulation of the pro-apoptotic protein p53. Co-culture of scribble mutants and WT MDCK 

cells leads to the corralling of the mutant cells and their elimination (Wagstaff et al., 2016). The 

competitive elimination is driven by the compaction of scribble cells which die through p53 

upregulation. This upregulation is mediated by the stress activated kinase p38 and the MyosinII 

regulator ROCK (Wagstaff et al., 2016). Interestingly, scribble mutant cells are more sensitive to 

crowding because of the high basal levels of p53, suggesting that p53 levels of expression may 

both relay information about density and tune the sensitivity of cells to crowding. Finally changes 

in nuclei geometry may also provide information about tissue density. Accordingly extreme cell 

confinement during cell migration can trigger nucleus deformation which can induce DNA damage 

and cell death in absence of efficient repair of the nuclear envelop (Raab et al., 2016). Similarly, 



the deformation of the nuclear envelop driven by changes of the substrate rigidity can also directly 

modulate the import/export of YAP in the nucleus (Elosegui-Artola et al., 2017). 

Direct sensing of mechanical forces 

 

Tissue compaction can also directly modify the mechanical properties of cells which will affect cell 

survival through mechanosensitive pathways. In those situations, conformation changes of 

membrane or cortical proteins triggered by mechanical forces will modulate pathways affecting 

cell survival/apoptosis (Vogel and Sheetz, 2006) (Figure 2D). Accordingly, crowding-induced 

extrusion in MDCK cells and in zebrafish was shown to rely on the Ca2+ stretch-activated channel 

Piezo (Eisenhoffer et al., 2012). Chemical inhibition of stretched-activated channels (through 

Gadolinium, Gd3+) was sufficient to prevent crowding-induced extrusion of MDCK cells upon 

relaxation of pre-stretched substrates. Downregulation of piezo1 by photo-activable morpholinos 

also prevented cell extrusion in zebrafish embryo epidermis and generated aberrant mass of 

epithelial cells in the tail. While those results are quite appealing, the mechanism remained 

unclear as Piezo would be activated upon cell compaction while it is normally activated by an 

increase of membrane tension (Geng et al., 2017). Lateral compaction of cells may still lead to a 

local expansion and stretching of the cytoplasmic membrane. The displacement of the cytoplasm 

toward the apical and basal side may lead to membrane stretching in the apical and basal sides 

of the cells. In this framework, it would be essential to evaluate the subcellular localisation of 

Piezo and membrane shape upon compaction. Importantly, the same authors recently showed 

that Ca2+ signaling was not sufficient to trigger cell extrusion in absence of crowding (Gudipaty et 

al., 2017). This suggests that other features/signalings are required to elicit cell elimination upon 

compaction.  

Other mechanosensitive pathways have also been involved in caspase-dependent compaction-

driven death. Topological aberrations in MDCK cells was shown to activate the Hippo pathway 

and reduce nuclear YAP concentration which drives caspase activation (Saw et al., 2017). In this 

case, the Hippo pathway is modulated by the local increase of compressive forces measured by 

traction force microscopy, and poorly correlates with local tissue density, in agreement with the 

multiple reports showing that Hippo is sensitive to tension/forces (Panciera et al., 2017). Cell 

compression may elicit Hippo activation and YAP nuclear exclusion through a reduction of tension 

at adherens junctions. For instance, decrease of junction tension in Drosophila wing disc and in 

mammalian cells release from the cortex the Ajuba proteins (LIMD1 in Mammals, Jub in 

Drosophila) and their interactors Lats1/2, which activate the Hippo pathway (Rauskolb et al., 



2014, Ibar et al., 2018). This release is mediated by the tension-dependent changes of -catenin 

conformation (Yonemura et al., 2010) and the modulation of its interactions with the Jub family 

proteins (Rauskolb et al., 2014, Ibar et al., 2018). Alternatively, compression may drive Hippo 

activation through the modulation of forces applied at focal adhesions (Dupont, 2016). 

Accordingly, forces exerted at the basal junctions can modify several pro-survival signals 

emanating from the ECM. As described above, the reduction of endothelial cell surface by 

decreasing the distance between printed ECM islands is sufficient to trigger cell death despite the 

conservation of the total number of integrins (Chen et al., 1997). This may be driven by the change 

of the stress applied on each focal adhesion spot. This is in agreement with the multiple 

components of the focal adhesion/ECM which are sensitive to mechanical stress, including the 

Src kinase substrate p130cas (Sawada et al., 2006), Talin (Austen et al., 2015), Vinculin (Grashoff 

et al., 2010) and Fibronectin (Smith et al., 2007).   

Similarly, the local rate of cell death in the Drosophila pupal notum correlates with the local rate 

of compaction (measured by Particle Image Velocimetry) rather than absolute tissue density, 

suggesting that cell survival is modulated by strain rate and/or  forces (Levayer et al., 2016). The 

sensing of deformations is triggered through the modulation of ERK activity which will impact cell 

survival via the inhibition of the pro-apoptotic protein Hid (Moreno et al., 2018). Those results are 

in agreement with the previous reports of ERK activation by cellular tension in cell culture 

(Tschumperlin et al., 2004, Aoki et al., 2013, Hirata et al., 2015, Kawabata and Matsuda, 2016, 

Aoki et al., 2017) and in vivo (Sano et al., 2016). Finally, even if they have not been formally 

associated with compaction-driven death yet, other pathways which regulate cell survival and can 

be modulated by mechanical forces may also relevant for compaction-driven cell death. Those 

include the stress-sensing pathway JNK (Pereira et al., 2011) and the modulation of Wnt/Wg 

pathway by the relocalisation of -catenin (Farge, 2003, Roper et al., 2018). 

To conclude, the diversity of sensing mechanisms may reflect the diversity of mechanical 

and geometrical inputs leading to cell death upon compaction. While the topology of cells and 

tissue will modify the type of relay that can be used for efficient mechano-sensing, the 

characteristic time of the stress will also strongly impact which type of sensors can efficiently 

probe compaction. For instance, while Hippo/YAP-TAZ pathway and transcription-driven 

responses may be potent sensors of long term stress (several hours), stretched activated 

channels and phosphorylation based signaling may be more adapted for short time scale 

variations of cell and tissue geometry (<1hour). The diversity of molecular mechanisms 

associated with compaction-driven death also reflects the ambiguity regarding the key parameters 



modulating cell survival in all those contexts. While some mechanisms seem to rely only on the 

modification of the cell and tissue geometry, other are based on real mechano-transduction 

events (protein structure or protein-protein interactions which are modulated by forces). All the 

perturbative approaches used to trigger compaction will modulate concomitantly several of those 

parameters (e.g.: cell tension and/or cell aspect ratio and/or tissue density) making the 

interpretation of the sensing-mechanism very difficult.  

Physiological functions of compaction-driven cell death 

So far, we have described different ways to trigger artificially cell and tissue compaction mostly in 

vitro. As already mentioned above, cell compaction can also occur spontaneously in vivo and will 

be driven by different forces generated within the tissue or at tissue boundaries. This includes 

deformations triggered by collective movements of cells through convergent flows (Levayer et al., 

2016, Saw et al., 2017), compaction driven by cell division and cell growth in a confined 

environment (Basan et al., 2009) and compaction driven by contractile and/or pushing forces 

coming from the boundaries (Bielmeier et al., 2016). Yet, cell elimination driven by deformations 

was only clearly observed and demonstrated in a handful of in vivo systems. This includes the 

elimination of epithelial cells in the drosophila pupal midline (Marinari et al., 2012, Levayer et al., 

2016) and the elimination of epidermal cells at the margin of the zebrafish tail fin (Eisenhoffer et 

al., 2012). In both conditions, inhibition of cell death perturbed normal morphogenesis leading 

respectively to a widening of the midline region and an accumulation of cell mass at tail margins. 

Crowding-induced extrusion was suggested to take place in the gut villi (Eisenhoffer et al., 2012), 

but so far the contribution of cell density/deformation to cell elimination was not tested 

experimentally in the gut. Despite the lack of experimental validations, we hypothesise that 

compaction-driven death could have several physiological roles (Figure 3), including: 

1) A role in the regulation of tissue size and morphology. 

2) A role in tissue homeostasis. 

3) A role for the coordination of cell elimination during tissue clearance. 

 

We will discuss here those three putative functions 

 

Regulation of tissue size and shape 

 



Despite our very good knowledge of the pathways regulating cell proliferation, cell growth and cell 

survival, the mechanism regulating final tissue size in vivo remains very debated. This also applies 

to one of the best characterised tissue in flies, the wing imaginal disc (the epithelial sacs in the 

larvae that will form adult wing) (Hariharan, 2015).  Wing disc growth was previously proposed to 

be regulated by a mechanical feedback where compressive forces would inhibit further cell 

proliferation (Shraiman, 2005, Hufnagel et al., 2007). In this scenario, the higher growth rate of a 

centrally located population will lead to the accumulation of compressive forces and eventually 

inhibit further expansion. This feedback was experimentally validated by triggering clone 

overgrowth which led to upregulation of the Hippo pathway in the fast growing clones and 

inhibition of further cell proliferation (Pan et al., 2016). Hippo upregulation is driven by the 

downregulation of actin, MyoII and tension in the clones, which was hypothesized to be driven by 

compression and/or the reduction of cell stretching in the fast growing clones (Pan et al., 2016). 

The same feedback may occurs during wing imaginal disc development, where the relative higher 

rate of cell proliferation in the central part of the wing pouch leads to cell compaction in the centre 

and cell stretching at the periphery (Legoff et al., 2013, Mao et al., 2013) (Fig. 3A). Accordingly, 

Yki activity decreases over time in the wing pouch (Pan et al., 2018). While the main focus of 

those studies was the modulation of proliferation, similar rules may apply to cell death. 

Compaction-driven death may contribute to the fine tuning of the final tissue shape and size (Fig. 

3A). Although apoptosis was shown to play a negligible role in absolute wing size regulation (Milan 

et al., 1997), inhibition of apoptosis increases the variability of wing size (de la Cova et al., 2004) 

which could be compatible with a buffering function of compaction-driven death. However, there 

is up to now no direct evidence that apoptosis can be modulated by mechanical inputs in the wing 

disc. Similarly, apoptosis is required to maintain robust segment size despite alteration of growth 

rate in the Drosophila embryo (Parker, 2006), and was hypothesised to be driven by competition 

for limiting extracellular pro-survival factors as well as cell compaction (Kursawe et al., 2015). 

Tissue homeostasis 

 

The fine adjustment of cell proliferation and cell death is also required to maintain tissue 

homeostasis. In this context, mechanical forces could be an efficient relay which could adjust 

proliferation and death to tissue wide information. The contribution of compressive forces to tissue 

homeostasis is well described in the concept of homeostatic pressure (Basan et al., 2009): the 

pressure at which a tissue reaches a steady state where cell proliferation is perfectly 

compensated by cell death (Fig. 3B). In this framework, any perturbation increasing proliferation 



will lead to an increase of the internal pressure which will both increase the rate of cell elimination 

and reduce the rate of proliferation. Consequently the number of cell will decrease until reaching 

back the homeostatic pressure. While this concept is very appealing, most of the studies 

performed in vivo rather focused on the coordination of apoptosis and proliferation in homeostatic 

conditions through competition for limitant diffusive factors (Parker, 2006), or through the 

secretion of promitotic factors by dying cells (e.g.:Dpp, Wingless, Unpaired, EGF) (Perez-Garijo 

et al., 2004, Ryoo et al., 2004, Martin et al., 2009, Perez-Garijo et al., 2009, Kashio et al., 2014, 

Santabarbara-Ruiz et al., 2015, Liang et al., 2017). More recently, crowding-driven apoptosis was 

suggested to restore the normal density of enterocytes in the fly midgut after a hyperproliferative 

phase driven by pathogens (Loudhaief et al., 2017). This late wave of apoptosis is controlled by 

the upregulation of Hippo pathway which was suggested to be driven by the increased cell density. 

However the link between Hippo and cell density/mechanics was not formally demonstrated in 

this tissue.  

Coordination of cell elimination 

 

Finally, crowding-induced death may also help to coordinate cell elimination in time and space 

during development. Large tissue domains are completely cleared during embryogenesis through 

programmed cell death,  as illustrated by the elimination of interstitial tissue between vertebrate 

digits (Montero and Hurle, 2010). Similarly several epithelia are used as transient scaffolds and 

will completely disappear during embryogenesis or during metamorphosis in insects (e.g.: 

amnioserosa cells during dorsal closure (Toyama et al., 2008), larval accessory cells during pupal 

abdomen morphogenesis (Ninov et al., 2007)). While intensive efforts have identified molecular 

cues that will drive apoptosis in those tissues (in other words, the patterning), the coordination in 

time and space of cell elimination was never really assessed. Yet a fine adjustment of the speed 

of cell elimination is probably required to maintain the epithelial architecture and to prevent the 

tissue collapse that would occur if too many cells die simultaneously (Fig. 3C).  An adjustment of 

cell death to tissue tension/pressure could be a simple mechanism to fine tune the speed of cell 

elimination and maintain coherent tissue, however this was never tested experimentally.  

Compaction-driven cell death and pathologies 

Compaction-driven death was also suggested to play a role in perturbed/pathological conditions. 

Tumoural cells have the capacity to overgrow and can affect the mechanics of their environment 

(Butcher et al., 2009). Differential growth can generate compressive stresses that could  drive cell 

elimination provided that cells are sensitive enough to this mechanical stress (Shraiman, 2005). 



As such compressive forces were proposed to contribute to cell elimination during competition 

between pretumoural cells and the neighbouring WT cells (Levayer and Moreno, 2013, Vincent 

et al., 2013) and to promote tumour expansion through the elimination of the neighbouring healthy 

cells (Fig. 4A). However compaction-driven death will give a competitive advantage to the fast 

growing cells provided that they are less sensitive to compression compared to the neighbouring 

cells. In the context of a caspase-dependent cell elimination, many oncogenes could provide such 

resistance by reducing the sensitivity to apoptosis while promoting proliferation/growth. This 

differential sensitivity was elegantly shown for the elimination of scribble mutant MDCK cells 

(Wagstaff et al., 2016) which have increased sensitivity to crowding because of their high levels 

of p53. Similarly, activation of Ras in clones in the Drosophila pupal notum can trigger compaction 

and elimination of the neighbouring cells (Levayer et al., 2016) which promotes Ras clone 

expansion(Moreno et al., 2018). Here differential sensitivity to stress is driven by the strong anti-

apoptotic activity of Ras (Bergmann et al., 1998, Kurada and White, 1998). Similarly intestinal 

stem cell derived tumours in adult flies (driven by Notch depletion) can trigger elimination of the 

neighbouring enterocytes through their displacement and detachment from ECM(Patel et al., 

2015). In this context, the tumour resistance to anoikis is probably driven by the activation of the 

EGFR pathway in the tumour (although not formally tested). Further work would be required to 

test whether compaction-driven death occurs in vicinity of tumours in Mammals and whether this 

contributes to tumour expansion and field cancerisation (Curtius et al., 2018) (the silent expansion 

of pretumoural cells in healthy tissue). 

 Alternatively, compaction-driven death may also be required for the elimination of aberrant cells 

during embryogenesis. Misspecification of a subset of cells in the wing imaginal disc (e.g: 

modifications of epigenetics markers, modulation of Dpp, modulation of Wingless, activation of 

JAK/STAT, activation of Ras) can trigger the formation of cyst and/or cell elimination (Gibson and 

Perrimon, 2005, Shen and Dahmann, 2005, Widmann and Dahmann, 2009, Bielmeier et al., 

2016). This shape modification is regulated by interfacial contractility and the accumulation of 

acto-myosin at the clone boundaries (Fig. 4B) (Bielmeier et al., 2016). High interfacial tension 

should lead to an increase of pressure within the clones, especially for small ones (according to 

Laplace law: ∆𝑃 ≈
2𝛾

𝑅
 , with P: pressure, : surface tension and R: radius of the clone). This 

increase of pressure may be responsible for the induction of apoptosis/extrusion of the 

misspecified cells (Adachi-Yamada et al., 1999, Bielmeier et al., 2016). In this framework, 

compaction-driven death would also have an anti-tumoural function as it could eliminate cells with 

high tumourigenic capacities (such as activation of JAK/STAT, activation of Ras (Bielmeier et al., 



2016)). Finally, compaction-induced apoptosis may be relevant to other pathologies such as 

mechanical-induced death of chondrocyte and arthrisis (Patwari et al., 2004) or muscular and 

neuronal pressure-induced injury (Teng et al., 2011, Ye et al., 2012). 

Conclusions and perspectives 

Compaction of cells can trigger a variety of responses depending on the cell type, the amplitude 

of deformations as well as the direction of the forces applied. While it is nowadays clear that cell 

compaction will elicit dedicated cell responses that can trigger apoptosis and/or cell extrusion, the 

exact mechanism(s) of tissue compaction sensing remains quite often unclear. Moreover, while 

the amplitude of deformations has been analysed in most of the cases, the speed of deformation 

(strain rate) may be equally relevant for inducing cell elimination.  Studies allowing a better 

identification of the single cell parameter(s) leading to cell elimination will be absolutely necessary 

to clarify the molecular mechanism driving cell elimination. This will include approaches that can 

dissociate the relative contribution of tension, strain rate, apical cell geometry, ECM binding 

and/or extracellular space geometry. 

The few studies that clearly identified the molecular mechanism of compaction-sensing already 

outlined the diversity of sensing mechanisms and illustrate the great versatility of cells when 

responding to their mechanical environment. Accordingly modulating the subcellular localisation 

of receptors/channels is sufficient to completely modify the cell response to a similar stress 

(Gudipaty et al., 2017). This may explain why the same mechanical stress will trigger very different 

responses in different tissues or at different development times.  

While the characterisation of compaction-driven death has been mostly performed in cell culture, 

the physiological functions of this process remained mostly hypothetical as there is no easy way 

to block specifically the process in vivo without affecting other cellular functions. New in toto 

imaging approaches combined with both measurements of mechanical stress (e.g.: force 

inference, laser nanosurgery, magnetic bead) and perturbative approaches (e.g.: laser ablations, 

optogenetic perturbations) could provide systematic correlations between cell elimination and 

local mechanical inputs during development and in adult tissues. This would allow to evaluate the 

proportion of cell elimination that is triggered/modulated by compaction. The molecular 

characterisation of crowding-induced death will eventually help to better understand how cell 

elimination is fine tuned in time and space and how this contributes to robust development and 

tissue size control. It may also lead to new therapeutic opportunities that could slow-down the 



expansion of pretumoural cells through the modulation of WT cell elimination driven by 

compaction. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1: Different technics to trigger compaction  

A-C: Different sort of stresses and their effect on material deformation. A: Resulting forces 

pointing toward the centre of the cell (compaction, strain < 0). B: Resulting forces pointing out of 

the centre (stretching, strain > 0). C: Forces tangential to the cell periphery (shear stress, strain 

~ 0). D-H: Different modes of compaction in vitro. Apoptotic cells are in orange D: Single cell 

piston-driven hydrostatic pressure from 500 kPa to 20,000 kPa (Takano et al., 1997, Quan et al., 

2014). E: Reduction of cell volume (~30%) through the increased osmolarity of the media (Ernest 

et al., 2008). F: Modulation of cell spreading on the substrate through different spacing of ECM 

islands (adapted from (Chen et al., 1997)). G: MDCK cells migration on 2D pattern (red arrow, 

velocity vectors) triggers nematic +1/2 defects (comet like structure) leading to cell compression, 

apoptosis and extrusion (adapted from (Saw et al., 2017)). H: Densification of an epithelial layer 

(red arrows) through the relaxation of a laterally stretched substrate leading to cell extrusion 

(adapted from (Eisenhoffer et al., 2012)). I: Clones of cells with high rate of proliferation and 

resistance to cell death/extrusion (green) surrounded by wild type population (blue). Over-

proliferation leads to neighbouring cell compaction (red arrows) and cell elimination in vivo 

(adapted from (Levayer et al., 2016, Wagstaff et al., 2016)). J: Cell aggregates embedded in a 

3D gel with controlled stiffness. Compaction forces are induced by internal proliferation (Cheng 



et al., 2009) and/or osmotic pressure modified using high concentration of Dextran (Montel et al., 

2011). Red arrows indicate the compaction at the periphery. 

Figure 2: Mechanisms of crowding sensing 

A: Epithelial compaction can modify the extracellular volume. Compaction along apico-basal axis 

(red arrow) will reduce interstitial volume (red) leading to a higher concentration of prosurvival 

and/or pro-apoptotic ligands. B: Lateral compaction of the epithelial layer (red arrows) will modify 

cell aspect ratio (elongation along the AB axis, reduction of the apical and/or basal area). C: 

Reduction of the apical area may reduce the total pool of apical receptors (purple) sensing an 

extracellular pro-survival factor. Similarly, reduction of the basal area may reduce the number of 

activated integrins (green) hence leading to apoptosis induction. In both situations, the turnover 

of those components has to be faster than the characteristic time of deformation. D: Lateral 

compaction can also reduce the tension applied to the ECM and basal junctions. This will trigger 

conformation changes in the components of the focal adhesion (e.g.: Paxilin, p130Cas) which will 

reduce the levels of pro-survival pathways.  

Figure 3: Putative physiological functions of crowding-induced death 

A: Compaction-driven death and fine tuning of tissue morphogenesis. Schematic of a drosophila 

wing imaginal disc (A: anterior, P: posterior, D: dorsal, V: ventral). The relative increase of cell 

proliferation in the central part of the wing pouch (orange arrows) leads to cell compaction in the 

centre and cell stretching at the periphery (red arrows). This may modulate the rate of cell 

elimination in the wing pouch which will help to adjust tissue size to changes in the environment 

or local changes of proliferation.  Absence of compaction-driven death may increase the variability 

of wing size and/or wing shape (right scheme). B: Homeostatic pressure (Phomeo) helps to maintain 

constant cell density. An increase of cell proliferation increases cell density and the pressure (P) 

experienced by the tissue (red arrows), hence reducing cell proliferation and increasing 

compaction-driven death. The reduction of cell number will reduce P until it reaches back Phomeo. 

The brown circle symbolises an elastic tissue boundary, the red double-headed arrows thickness 

is proportional to tension forces. C: Coordination of cell clearance during development. The 

orange cells are fated to death (based on patterning). The sensitivity of cell extrusion to cell 

shape/tension could produce a transient negative feedback on the neighbouring cells during 

extrusion. This will evenly distribute in time and space cell elimination, hence maintaining tissue 

coherence. In absence of feedbacks, several neighbouring cells may be eliminated concomitantly 

which could impair tissue sealing. 



Figure 4: Compaction-driven death, tumour progression and elimination of 

misspecified cells 

A: Clones of pretumoural cells (green) with an increased rate of proliferation and resistance to 

cell death/extrusion. Over-proliferation will lead to neighbouring cell compaction (middle) and 

compaction-driven cell elimination (red cells). The WT cells (blue) will be preferentially eliminated 

as they are more sensitive to compaction. Eventually, the pretumoural cells could completely 

replace the WT cells (right) leading to field cancerisation. B: Appearance of misspecified cells 

(green) in the wing imaginal disc leads to an accumulation of actomyosin at the clone boundary 

along the lateral side of cells (bottom lateral view). The actomyosin belt increases pressure within 

the clone, hence leading to compaction-driven death and clearance of the aberrant cells. 
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